Abstract
INTRODUCTION :-
Trigonometry is the Greek word which means tri -three, Gono -angle and metry means measurement, hence overall it is three angle measurement which is discovered by the great mathematician Aryabhatta.
The purpose behind the trigonometry was to find out the largest distance between two objects or to find out the largest height. We don't have a practical scale to find out the distance between earth and sun, but this distance can be found, only with help of triangle because triangle is strongest part in geometry that's why it could have given circle, quadrilateral, hexagon it could give triangle. There are different kind of triangles are available in geometry. So why choose right angle triangle, It is because area of any triangle which is find out by the formula ½ × base × height and so height is must and most required which is perpendicular to the base and angle between this height and base is 90•. So we must require right angle triangle to find out the length and base meaning sides of triangle.
Trigonometry:-
In astronomy all the planets rotate around the sun in elliptical orbit. In astronomy sun is the concentric centre of all planets which are moving around the sun. Suppose, if we cut the largest planet which is moving around the sun in elliptical orbit and put it into straight it becomes straight line not arc which is given below. Simultaneously, if we cut all planets which is in elliptical orbit put it into in this manner which given below and join them it becomes triangle. If we increase the number of sides of hexagonal, then it looks like a circle . In astronomy the purpose of trigonometry is also to find out the distance between sun and earth.
Trigonometry main functions are:-

Sine:-
Consider earth is now at a position 'C' and after some duration at another position 'B' and it is moving around sun in elliptical manner and sun is the center of this ellipse which is 'A, as shown below in the figure . Join the points A,B and C, then it becomes triangle.
Fig7
Here AB = AC = x BC = length of chord
The great mathematician Aryabhatta named the distance of the chord as jya x which in Sanskrit upheld as half jiva means 'half chord'. The function sine can be traced to the jyā functions translation from Sanskrit to Arabic and then from Arabic to Latin. The word "sine" comes from Latin mistranslation of the Arabic jiba, which is a transliteration of the Sanskrit word for half the chord.
Draw perpandicular line through point 'A' to the chord which basically bisects the chord at point 'D' and hence BD = DC = half chord, AD is perpandicular to the BC ISSN: 2231-5373 http://www.ijmttjournal.org
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Hence, ∆ADB is a right angle triangle. Here 'A' {1, 2, 3} is the domain which is ploted on the x-axis and 'B'{4,5,6} is the codomain which is ploted on y-axis . Similarly, in right angle triangle one side is calculated by sine which is opposite to the angle and the other side which is related to sine means corresponding to the sine. i.e. cosine. As we know, the purpose of the trigonometry is to find out the largest distance. Hence, we can find out the same by using the trignometry fucntions sine and cosine.
Sine and cosine is only use when triangle is drawn inside ellipse or circle.
Example:-The compound angles is also found by chord. and triangle is drawn inside the circle as shown fig.11 . Draw the two tangents to the ellispe which are perpandicular to each other and touching at the point A and point C to the ellispe.
∆ABC is a right angle triangle where AB and BC are the tangents and AC is the chord and angle ACB = Ө, Here, we cannot be use the sine and cosine because sine is the jya means half chord.
But, AB and BC are not chords, they are the tangents and AC is chord.
So we can use sine for AC because it is chord and opposite angle of this chord is 90˚ Sin90˚ = opposite / hypotenus But here opposite side and hypotenus is same i.e. AC Sin90˚ = AC/AC = 1 Hence sin90˚ = 1. BC is the tangent (initial arm) which rotates in anticlockwise direction making an angle Ө and AC is chord (terminal arm).
In ∆ABC AB is opposite side, so we cannot declare sine for this side because it is not a chord, It is a tangent. Also we cannot declare cosine for side BC, because BC also is tangent.
So, how to find out the length of these tangents?
The tangent with adjacent angle'Ө' is the ratio of first tangent to another tangent. AB is the corresponding of the tangent which is named as 'Cotangent'.
The cotangent with opposite angle 'Ө ' is the ratio of second tangent to the first tangents i.e. cot Ө = opposite angle / adjecent angle cot Ө = AB / BC In above case, AC is the chord and if it passes through the center of ellipse, which is the largest chord which intersects the two tangents at point A and C. Hence, the largest chord becomes secant because it intersecting outside the circle as shown below:
Fig.14 Now in this case AC is not chord , it is secant Sine is only define for chord .but in above fig.12 AC is not chord, it is secant We already define for side BC and AB which are tangents to the ellipse Let's find out the secant, The secant is making an angle Ө with initial arm. i.e. tangent.
Secant with an angle Ө is the ratio of terminal arm (secant) to the initial arm (tangent). Tan is only use when opposite side and adjacent side of triangle are touches to the ellipse or circle which is not inside circle and hypotenus must a chord as shown in fig.11 Sec is only use when opposite side and adjacent side of triangle are touches to the ellipse or circle which is not inside circle and hypotenuse is not chord as shown fig.12 Remaining Cos, Cosec, Cot which are corresponding to the above function, these are the not main function
Also
The previous formula of tan and cot are also interchanged.
Previous formula of tan and cot :-Tan = opposite side / adjacent side Cot = adjacent side / opposite side According to this research paper the formula of tan and cot is :-Tan = adjacent side / opposite side Cot = opposite side / adjacent side In fig .13 the primary tangent (initial arm ) is adjacent side of given triangle and second tangent is opposite side of given triangle. So we can not say tanӨ is opposite side to the adjacent side because primary tangent is adjacent side which is also called as initial arm ISSN: 2231-5373 http://www.ijmttjournal.org
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So we can say tanӨ is adjacent side to the opposite side In fig. 14 the primary tangent (initial arm ) is adjacent side of given triangle and second tangent is opposite side of given triangle. So we can say secӨ is the hypotenus side to the adjacent side and it is correct because the primary tangent is adjacent side which is also called as initial arm and we can not say secӨ is the hypotenus side to the opposite side because opposite side is not primary tangent.
Sine is use for :-
Fig.15
SinӨ is only use when triangle is drawn inside circle or ellipse.
Tan is use for :-
Fig.16
Sec is use for :- Fig.17 
